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The present work involves integration of the simulation stage of design of a VLSI circuit and its testing stage. The SPICE
simulator, TEK LV500 ASIC Design Verification System, and TekWaves, a test program generator for LV500, were
integrated. A software interface in ’C’ language in UNIX ’solaris 1.x’ environment has been developed between SPICE and
the testing tools (TekWAVES and LV500). The function of the software interface developed is multifold. It takes input from
either SPICE2G.6 or SPICE 3e.1. The output generated by the interface software can be given as an input to either
TekWAVES or LV500. A graphical user interface has also been developed with OPENWlNDOWS using Xview tool kit on
SUN workstation. As an example, a two phase clock generator circuit has been considered and usefulness of the software
demonstrated. The interface software could be easily linked with VLSI design such as MAGIC layout editor.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The development of a VLSI circuit involves many steps
such as circuit design, layout design, simulation, fabri-
cation and testing [1,2]. For testing a digital system
implemented in a VLSI circuit, we need a set of input
stimulus vectors which are forced on the input pins of the
VLSI circuit, and the expected output response from the
system which is used to compare with the actual re-
sponse of the VLSI circuit being tested [3,4].
The input stimulus vectors and the netlist extracted

from the VLSI circuit layout are given to a simulator. The
simulator simulates the circuit in hand using the circuit
definition file which consists of device equivalent circuit
models and other network parameters [5,6]. The simula-
tor, then runs analysis for the circuit definition file and
gives the output response corresponding to a defined set
of DC and/or pulsed binary input parameters. These DC
and/or pulsed binary input parameters and corresponding
generated output response by the simulator are termed as
input and output vectors. The vectors needed for testing
are thus generated by simulation but these vectors are in
a format specific to the simulator used. The tester may
need them in a different format with additional informa-
tion such as clocking information [7]. All these needs are
to be provided by the testing engineer. This process

consumes time and is error prone since human factor is
involved [8].
The design automation and testing process of a VLSI

circuit through an interface between a simulator and a
design verification system enhances the efficiency of
testing since the involvement of human factor is greatly
reduced. The automation of testing process also reduces
the time consumed since the test program for the VLSI
tester is generated by the interface.

2 CAD TOOLS SELECTED FOR
INTEGRATION

The design verification system consists of "TEK LV500
ASIC Design Verification System" and "TekWAVES",
respectively. The LV500 is a stand-alone design verifi-
cation tester for application specific integrated circuits
[9]. It provides 64 to 256 bidirectional tester channels at
test speeds up to 50 MHz. In this work, the tester used
provides 64 channels. The LV500 takes input stimulus
vectors and expected output vectors for a particular
integrated circuit under test in the form of a test program.
It tests the chip mounted on it by comparing the actual
output vectors obtained from a fabricated IC chip and the
expected output vectors fed to it, and shows the discrep-
ancies between the two, if any. The TekWAVES is a
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software package by which digital stimulus vectors can
be created, viewed and manipulated [10]. It aids LV500
in ASIC design verification. With TekWAVES, the test
programs can be acquired and downloaded to and from
LV500. The TekWAVES needs the input vectors and
expected output vectors in an event wave (EWAV)
format as an input. The EWAV format is explained in
Section 3.
The simulation tool SPICE [6] is most commonly used

for circuit simulation. It takes the input vectors and the
netlist extracted from an IC layout in a code specific to it
as the inputs. The SPICE simulation is run on the SPICE
input file and the output vectors are generated and
printed out into an output file as shown by an example in
Appendix A. It is to be mentioned that the format of the
output file of SPICE3e. 1 differs from that of SPICE2G.6.
The hierarchical structure and data flow diagram of the
present work are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.

3 SOFTWARE INTERFACE
DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION

The software interface has been developed using ’C’
language in UNIX ’solarisl.x’ environment. The input
pulses needed are taken from input files of SPICE
simulator and simulated output pulses are extracted from
SPICE output.

System
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FIGURE Hierarchy of processes in VLSI chip development.
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Test results

FIGURE 2 Data flow diagram.

All the formats of input vectors that result in genera-
tion of digital pulses are converted into EWAV (event
wave) format. The output pulses corresponding to vari-
ous output nodes specified in SPICE input file are found
in SPICE output file, and converted into EWAV format.

3.1 EWAV File Format

The EWAV file format is an ascii format for event files
for logic simulators and testers. The EWAV file format
has three sections [10]. The first section is an ’environ-
ment’ section which contains information such as EWAV
file version, the data created, the time created, the
intended destination, and the time seale. The second
section is the ’signal declaration’ section which contains
a list of signal definitions. The final section is the ’event
data’ section which consists of time stamps and the
corresponding data vectors. The format of an EWAV file
is shown in Fig. 3.
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The Environmental Section:

version (required)

date (optional)

time (optional)

the creator (optional)

the intended destination (optional)

timescale (optional, but lps is the default.)

*Title line

vdd 10DC5

vin 2 0 pulse (v 1, v2, td, tr, tf, pw, per)

other statements

vin2 3 0 pw! (tl, v 1, t2, v2, t3, v3

other piecewise linear (pwl) statements

The Signal Declaration Section:

signal name of the_signal directionality {

path (optional)

polarity (optional)

The Event Data Section:

timestamp: event data" (for timestamped data vectors)

timestamp@ event data with signal keys specified for

changed signals; (for timestamped signal change

list)

FIGURE 3 EWAV file format.

3.2 Key Stages in Software Development

The key stages in software development and the ap-
proach followed in each stage with algorithms and
pseudo-code are explained in the following subsections
through a data flow diagram of Fig. 2.

1. Read the input files (SPICE input and SPICE
output files) and locate the statements in the SPICE
code that give rise to generation of input vectors.
The pulse and piecewise linear (PWL) state-

ments as shown in Fig. 4 are followed by the
specifications for pulses to be generated. These are
the statements to be considered in reading input
files.

2. Locate PULSE statements and extract the relevant
information which includes the pulse width (pw),
period (per), and starting voltage (v 1) for the vector
and the generation of pulses, as an example,
PULSE (v 1, v2, td, tf, Pw, per).

It is to be noted that the rise time (tr) and fall time
(tf) values in the PULSE statement are ignored.
This is due to the fact that in the testing of an
integrated circuit using TekWAVES and LV500,
digital stimulus vectors are given as an input and

The extracted netlist goes here

.tran time_step end_time start_time

.print output nodes (for SPICE2G.6)

.save output nodes (for SPICE3e. 1)

.end

FIGURE 4 SPICE input file format.

hence the rise time and fall time for these pulses are
taken as zero.

3. Locate PWL statements and extract the relevant
information, i.e., the time instances and the voltage
values at these instances required for the generation
of pulses, as an example, PWL (t1, vl, t2,
V2, ).

4. Generate input pulses using the parameters in
PULSE statements.

5. Generate pulses using the parameters in the PWL
statements.

6. Locate the output nodes in SPICE input file.
.PRINT statement in SPICE code has been

utilized for this purpose, the reasons being that the
statement prints out the voltage values for the
nodes specified.

7. Generate the simulated output vectors using the
data in SPICE output file.

8. Print the input and output pulses in EWAV format.
The output file is shown as EWAV file in

Appendix A. The parameter, for example the time
scale, is printed first into an output file (with an
extension .ewv). The default time scale for Tek-
WAVES in EWAV format is picoseconds. The time
scale is detected from the time instances specified
in the PULSE and piece wise linear (PWL) state-
ments, and is printed into the EWAV file if the time
scale is not in picoseconds.

The input and output nodes are printed along with the
specification of the direction of the node (input, output,
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or bidirectional). The time instances and pulses corre-
sponding to these time instances are printed according to
EWAV format.
The vectors in EWAV format are given as an input to

TekWAVES. All the necessary steps including generating
cycle boundaries, extracting time sets, pin number allo-
cation, LV500 resource allocation, rules check, and
finally the wire guide processing are followed with the
help of TekWAVES software, in order to extract the test
program necessary for LV500.
The data file containing test vectors in EWAV format

is tranferred to LV500 through a network communication
(ethernet). The chip to be tested is mounted on LV500.
The input vectors are passed to the integrated circuit
under test. The output digital pulses obtained from the
integrated circuit are compared with the simulated output
pulses that are present in the test program. The differ-
ences between these two are found and reported.
The input vectors to test logic devices can be obtained

from their corresponding truth tables. The input vectors
can also be generated from the behavioral testing of
digital circuits [11, 12] at a high level of abstraction
which includes fault modeling. This test generation

method is basically split into four phases: manifestation
phase, sensitization phase, propagation phase, and justi-
fication phase. The sensitization and justification se-
quences constitute the test pattern. However, the present
work uses input vectors which could be obtained either
form the truth table of a logic device under test or from
other test pattem generation techniques. As an example,
a two phase clock generator circuit shown in Fig. 5 has
been considered. The circuit description is given to
SPICE simulator along with the input vectors. For the
example shown in Fig. 5, the test vectors were generated
form the truth table of a two phase clock generator and
were specified both in the PULSE and PWL formats of
SPICE simulator. The SPICE2G.6 simulation is run on
the circuit and the results of the simulation are shown in
Appendix A (SPICE2G.6 output file). The first section of
EWAV file generated in Appendix A is the environmental
section in which the data, time, and intended destination
are optional, but the version at the beginning and the time
scale at the end of the section are required. The time
scale, if not specified, defaults to ’1 picosecond.’ The
second section shows the list of input and output signals
along with the respective polarities. The third section
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FIGURE 5 Transistor level diagram of a CMOS two phase non-overlapping clock generator.
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provides the time stamps to the left and the data vectors
in columns to the right.
The SPICE input file and each of the SPICE output

files (one at a time) are given now as inputs to the
software interface and the results are written into EWAV
file, which are shown as EWAV file in Appendix A.

3.3 Advantages of the Interface

The interface developed between a simulator and design
verification system enhances the efficiency of testing by
reducing the involvement of human factor. The test
engineer, now does not need to feed the test vectors by
hand to the tester. Further, the test program with clocking
and frame information is generated by the interface.
Thus, the interface reduces the time consumed in design
verification of digital systems.
By virtue of the interface, details such as changing the

format of test vectors and including the clocking infor-
mation in the test program are abstracted away from the
user. The user can see the process starting from simula-
tion to testing as a black box, providing the test vectors
through simulation in the beginning and running tests on
the chip at the end.
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APPENDIX A

4 CONCLUSIONS

An interface software in ’C’ language has been devel-
oped to integrate SPICE netlist from VLSI circuit layout
(along with the test vectors) and TEK LV500 ASIC
Design Verification System through TekWAVES. The
output generated by the software can be given as an input
to either TekWAVES or TEK LV500. The formats of both
SPICE2G.6 and SPICE3e.1 have been incorporated in
CAD tools integration. A graphical user interface has
been developed for its efficient use. The utility of the
software has been demonstrated through the design of a
two phase non-overlapping clock generator circuit.
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SPICE 2G.6 OUTPUT FILE

0CLOCK GENERATOR
0"*** INPUT LISTING TEMPERA-

TURE
27.000 DEG C

M1 3 2 MOD1 W= 3U
M2 6 3 MOD1 W= 3U
M3 5 4 6 MOD1 W= 3U
M4 7 5 MOD1 W= 3U
M5 4 2 7 MOD1 W= 3U
M6 3 2 0 0 MOD2 W= 3U
M7 5 3 0 0 MOD2 W= 3U
M8 5 4 0 0 MOD2 W 3U

M9 4 5 0 0 MOD2 W= 3U
M10 4 2 0 0 MOD2 W= 3U

L= 3U
L= 3U
L= 3U
L= 3U
L= 3U
L 3U
L= 3U
L= 3U

L= 3U
L= 3U

VDD 0 DC 5

VIN1 2 0 PULSE(0 5 0NS 2NS 2NS 100NS 200NS)

.MODEL MOD1 PMOS

.MODEL MOD2 NMOS

.TRAN 20NS 1080NS

.PRINT TRAN V(3) V(5) V(7)

.END
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1"*********************************** 3/15/93 **********
0CLOCK GENERATOR

0"** TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE 27.000
ANALYSIS DEG C

TIME V(3) V(5) V(7)
0.000E+ 00 5.000E+ 00 3.467E- 08 5.000E+00
2.000E-08 6.933E-08 5.000E+00 5.000E+00
4.000E-08 6.933E-08 5.000E+00 5.000E+00
6.000E-08 6.933E-08 5.000E+00 5.000E+00
8.000E-08 6.933E-08 5.000E+00 5.000E+00
1.000E-07 6.933E-08 5.000E+00 5.000E+00
1.200E-07 5.000E+00 3.464E-08 5.000E+00
1.400E-07 5.000E+00 3.465E-08 5.000E+00

1.600E-07 5.000E+00 3.467E-08 5.000E+00
1.800E-07 5.000E+00 3.467E-08 5.000E+00
2.000E-07 5.000E+00 3.467E-08 5.000E+00
2.200E-07 6.933E-08 5.000E+00 5.000E+00
2.400E-07 6.933E-08 5.000E+00 5.000E+00
2.600E-07 6.933E-08 5.000E+00 5.000E+00
2.800E-07 6.933E-08 5.000E+00 5.000E+00
3.000E-07 6.933E-08 5.000E+00 5.000E+00
3.200E-07 5.000E+00 3.464E-08 5.000E+00

3.400E-07 5.000E+00 3.465E-08 5.000E+00
3.600E-07 5.000E+00 3.467E-08 5.000E+00
3.800E-07 5.000E+00 3.467E-08 5.000E+00
4.000E-07 5.000E+00 3.467E-08 5.000E+00
4.200E-07 6.933E-08 5.000E+00 5.000E+00

4.400E-07 6.933E-08 5.000E+00 5.000E+00
4.600E-07 6.933E-08 5.000E+00 5.000E+00
4.800E-07 6.933E-08 5.000E+00 5.000E+00
5.000E-07 6.933E-08 5.000E+00 5.000E+00
5.200E-07 5.000E+00 3.464E-08 5.000E+00
5.400E-07 5.000E+00 3.465E-08 5.000E+00
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EWAV FILE
version event 0 0;
date 11 19 1992;
time 9 40 6;
timescale Ins;

signal VIN1 input;
signal VIN2 input;
signal VIN4 input;
signal VIN3 input;
signal VIN5 input;
signal V3 output;
signal V5 output;
signal V7 output;

/*RESET Instruction*/
0: 01010HLH;
20:00010LHH;
40:00011LHH;
60: 10111LHH;
80: 10101LHH;
/*Count to 1"/
100: 01011LHH;
120:00011HLH;
140:00011HLH;
160: 10110HLH;
180:10110HLH;
/*Count to 2*/
200:01000HLH;
220: 00000LHH;
240: 00001LHH;
260: 10101LHH;
280: 10111LHH;
/*Count to 3*/
300: 01011LHH;
320:00011HLH;
340:00011HLH;
360: 10111HLH;
380: 10111HLH;
/*Count to 4*/
400: 01011HLH;
420:00011LHH;
440:00011LHH;
460: 10111LHH;
480: 10111LHH;
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